Hardangerfjord in a nutshell
Calm and beautiful – dramatic and rough

Season: Daily, 1st May – 30th September
Duration: 1 day (possible to extend)
More route alternatives available
Train, Bergen-Voss, ca 1 hour
Bus, Voss-Ulvik, ca 1 hour
Express boat, Ulvik-Eidfjord, ca 30 minutes
Bus, Sightseeing trip in Eidfjord, ca 2.5 hours
Express boat, Eidfjord-Norheimsund, ca 3 hours
Bus, Norheimsund-Bergen, ca 1.5 hours
Train, Oslo-Bergen, ca 6.5 hours

Experience a journey through a landscape of majestic mountains, roaring waterfalls and idyllic orchards, on your way to the beautiful Queen of fjords.

Tour highlights
- The scenic Bergen Railway
- Bus trip through scenic western mountain terrain, fruit and farmland by the fjord
- Fjord cruise on the stunning Hardangerfjord
- Sightseeing trip by bus to the Vøringsfossen waterfall and The Norwegian Nature Centre - Hardanger
- The delightful little village of Ulvik

2020 Prices
- Round trip from Bergen NOK 1,490
- One-way trip from Bergen-Oslo or vice versa NOK 2,210
- Round trip from Oslo via Bergen NOK 3,450

Overnight stays possible in Bergen, Norheimsund, Lothhus, Eidfjord, Ulvik, Voss, Geilo, Finse, Oslo etc.

Booking and information: fjordtours.com/agents • E-mail: sale@fjordtours.com